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ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND 
CHARGING STATIONSCHARGING STATIONSCHARGING STATIONSCHARGING STATIONS

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES IN SURETY: FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES IN SURETY: FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES IN SURETY: FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES IN SURETY: 

NAVIGATING CHANGING LANDSCAPESNAVIGATING CHANGING LANDSCAPESNAVIGATING CHANGING LANDSCAPESNAVIGATING CHANGING LANDSCAPES

EV MARKET TRENDS 

�The Electric Vehicle Market is projected to reach 26 million by 
2030 from 3 million in 2019 (Markets and Markets)

�Encouraging Incentives for EV and huge investments by EV market players 
will fuel the growth

�Developing electric infrastructure will propel the overall market.

�Federal (Biden Administration) Infrastructure Plan (GreenBiz)

�Includes $174 Billion investment “to win the EV Market.”

�Biden has called 500,000 chargers to be built out by 2030

�May be achieved through grants and incentive programs to state and local 
governmental agencies.

�Decarbonizing transit is a political goal

�The current administration’s proposal (still to get through Congress) could 
kick-start or increase the EV revolution.
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EV MARKET TRENDS 

�Other Factors
�Electrification Transit and School Buses

�Electrification of the Federal Fleet

�Virtually every major car manufacturer is making significant 
investments in EV manufacturing

�Other State and Local Initiatives

�State of California/Governor Newsom has already set a goal of 100% 
zero-emission energy sources for the state’s electricity by 2024. 
(NPR)

�Included is an (aspirational) goal of a ban of all sales of new 
gasoline-powered vehicles by 2025 

�Improved batteries, more readily available charging infrastructuremore readily available charging infrastructuremore readily available charging infrastructuremore readily available charging infrastructure.  
Price parity with Internal combustion engine (“ICE”) vehicles. (Forbes)

HI-TECH, BI0-TECH, GREEN-TECH, FIN-TECH . . . – TECH?

�New classifications of bond principals continue to emerge.

�Emerging technology start-up firms with non-traditional 
capitalization are driving growth.

�Traditional surety underwriting and the industry’s perspective will 
continue to evolve.

�Electric Vehicles and the build-out of charging station network 
capacity presents a strong example that we are now embracing.
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ACCOUNT UNDERWRITING FOR EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

�Viewed as a Commercial Surety Market

�The financial structure is more akin to the traditional Commercial Surety clients

�Although the bonded obligations are contracts, WIP-driven underwriting is not the focus.

�Pre-IPO

�Often, strong initial capitalization and liquidity without a track record of profitability.

�Capitalization in the form of both stock and subordinated debt (from institutional investors, VC’s, 
etc.)

�No personal indemnity is available. 

�Private Equity

�PE in the technology space remains an underwriting challenge

�Lack of PE indemnity when they have financial and operational control of the Operating Entity

ACCOUNT UNDERWRITING FOR EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

�Publicly-Traded Entities
�For those technology companies that are traded, 

�Access to Capital

�Publicly available financial information 

�Still no guaranteed of profitability

�Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs)
�An alternative-investment vehicle, recently has come into 
vogue, as an option to the traditional IPO

�SPACs are often thought of as “blank-check” companies who 
raise public funds (publicly-traded entities) and acquire and 
bring to market a private company with an on-going operating 
business.

�SPACs are being used in many emerging technology markets, 
including EV.
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ACCOUNT UNDERWRITING FOR EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

�Transition from Private to Public Companies
�Whether though a traditional IPO or a SPAC,

�Indemnity.  With a SPAC, the target company (our tech client) is 
legally a new entity, therefore requiring a new indemnity 
agreement.

�With a significantly increased capital based and financial 
foundations, at least for the time being, there needs to be a 
review of the surety market selection.

�Increased geographic expansion.

�Larger surety bond needs, both single and aggregate

�Expansion in scope of work beyond what was executed in the 
pre-IPO ear

Managing

• Managing non-construction clients who need 
prequal letters, bid bonds and final bonds.

• There may be a lack of knowledge,
understanding and/or appreciation for the 
surety underwriting process for their
contract bond needs.

• As these technology companies rapidly
expand their markets, staffing, etc.,
education of the various layers of the 
organization and different departments 
(sales, legal and financial) is critical.

Dealing

• Dealing with geographically-disbursed sales 
engineering staff and a centralized legal and 
financial infrastructure and oversight

• Managing prequal and bid bonds from sales 
engineers often require additional internal
approvals from the client’s financial and 
legal teams in their H. O.’s

ACCOUNT HANDLING
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CONTRACTS AND BOND FORMS

�We view the bond requirements as “Commercial Contract” bonds.

�We know that L & P types of bonds will arise.

�These are traditional standard requests, however, we do see that permitting and 
licensing regulations sometimes lag the changing technologies

�Our approach as broker is more focused on getting in early with the client on RFP’s.

�Given the variety of contract delivery options being used and trend of public Obligees to use 
their standard construction contract bond forms, getting in the necessary clarifications and 
questions prior to the RFP-stated time deadline for RFI/Q&A is critical.

�If the inconsistency in bond language is not addressed then, public Obligee’s are lacking in the ability work 
cooperatively on a reasonable (from a surety perspective) approach after the bid.

CONTRACTS AND BOND FORMS

�Types of Contracts
�Most have not been fixed-priced, fixed-quantity contracts.

�Utilization of unit-priced, IDIQ/JOC type contracts are more prevalent
� Also, annual contracts with renewal options are often proposed.

�Performance Guarantees
�Performance Guarantees as part of the bonded obligation is also an 
underwriting challenge as we have seen in solar and alternate energy

�Warranties and Service Agreements
�Given the contract and the nature of the supplied product, longer-term 
warranties and long-term service agreements are either required by the RFP 
or allows the contractor to propose these longer term obligations.
� We seek to separate out these agreements from the bonded contract to eliminate the long-term 

bonded obligation.

� As in other cases, annual warranty bonds, etc. are often proposed as a compromise.
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CONTRACTS AND BOND FORMS

�Where have we seen bond needs on the developer 
level?
�Public and Municipal Utility Districts (PUD’s and MUD’s)
�Some will use grant money to build out an EV Charging Station network 
for public use.

�Colleges and Universities
�Smaller build outs of charging stations for students and facility on-site 
(campus and housing sites).

�Local Municipalities
�Some are building charging stations throughout their city for use by City 
buses, local cabs and consumer vehicles as part of their effort to “go 
green.”

�Bond needs on the Contractor Level

�Traditional performance/payment bonds on contracts entered into between general 
contractors and EV developers. 

�Bond forms vary by developer, but contract review for onerous flow-down provisions is warranted, especially in 
those cases where there are efficiency and/or warranty guarantees.

�In some cases, developers are asking contractors to provide bonds for L&P obligations that the contractor may 
not be party to.

�Other Bonds

�Court

�Increased demand for release of lien and/or stop notice bonds.

CONTRACTS AND BOND FORMS
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MOVING FORWARD WITH NEW AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

�Bonding new and emerging technologies present new 
challenges in both account underwriting and bond form 
construction and review.

�Application of credit modeling given the structure of the 
industry will present underwriting challenges.

�Use of traditional construction (sticks and bricks) bond forms 
are not necessarily applicable to the forms of contracts being 
used for new technologies.

“If you rely only on 

experience, you’ll 

simply keep applying 

old solutions to new 

problems.”


